Welcome to BILC SharP POCs.

What is BILC SharP?

SharP is an abbreviation for Sharing Platform. Presented in April 2015 at the BILC Conference in Madrid, Spain, BILC SharP is an on-line sharing platform hosted by the Australian Defence Force School of Languages (DFSL). It is a Moodle-based site DFSL offers through its Learning Management System (LMS), which operates in the Australian Defence Education Learning Environment (ADELE).

BILC SharP is for all members of BILC and it serves as an online repository of resources from all participating countries. The spirit behind this initiative is for everyone to share materials which have worked well in our respective institutions, so that other BILC members can benefit from our successfully-trialled resources and save their institutions some design, development and piloting time.

What's in BILC SharP?

BILC SharP is organised into 9 folders:

- Course Design Materials
- Assessment Materials
- Planning Tools
- Inter Cultural Awareness
- Language Learning Strategies
- Teaching Materials
- Useful Links
- BILC Presentations
- Communiqués & Database

Upon initial login, you will be asked to change the system-generated temporary password. Please ask your staff to choose a password they can easily remember to avoid any delays in accessing the site.

As your organisation’s POC you will need to take care of several things:

1. Provide us with enrolment details like full name [first name last name], city, country and official/work email address.
2. Collate any resources your organisation wishes to share with fellow BILCers.
3. Forward to us those resources via email or post.
4. Inform us if any of your staff leave their job/posting so that we can de-activate their account.
5. Disseminate information to your staff and colleagues if needed.
"BILC SharP is an online sharing platform for all BILC members."

The spirit behind BILC SharP is to share our successfully-trialed resources... and save... some design, development and piloting time.

"Any staff member of your organisation can gain access to BILC SharP."

132 users
16 countries
56 pieces of useful resources
9 Folders:
Course Design Materials, Assessment Materials, Planning Tools, Inter Cultural Awareness, Language Learning Strategies, Teaching Materials, Useful Links, BILC Presentations and Communiqués & Database

Have you checked out the Forum Discussion?

There are now 2 new Forum Discussions set up in BILC SharP, as a follow up to the findings of two working groups during the 2018 BILC Conference in Lisbon, Portugal:

a. SLP Identifier Tool - This topic will be facilitated by Michael Adubato.
b. Technology for Learning - This topic will be facilitated by CMDR David Goble from the Australian Defence International Training Centre.

Be in the know, be heard and be enlightened. This is your forum and you are the SME in your area, so please share your thoughts, opinions and suggestions.

"BILC SharP is an online sharing platform for all BILC members."

We currently have 132 users from 16 countries accessing BILC SharP. To all BILCers who have already shared their resources with us, a BIG THANK YOU!!

After all BILC’s motto is “Progress made by one is shared by all.”

In BILC SharP, under the "Communiques & Database" folder, you’ll find a "Database of Docs Contributed to BILC SharP - 12 July 2018". There are 56 pieces of useful resources there currently.

What's up?

We currently have 132 users from 16 countries accessing BILC SharP. To all BILCers who have already shared their resources with us, a BIG THANK YOU!!

After all BILC’s motto is “Progress made by one is shared by all.”

In BILC SharP, under the "Communiques & Database" folder, you’ll find a "Database of Docs Contributed to BILC SharP - 12 July 2018". There are 56 pieces of useful resources there currently.